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ABSTRACT  
 
Structure shapes function. Understanding what is structurally special about the brain that allows it to generate consciousness remains 
a fundamental scientific challenge. Recently, advances in brain imaging techniques have made it possible to measure the structure of 
human brain, from the morphology of neurons and neuronal connections to the gross anatomy of brain regions, in-vivo and non-
invasively. Using advanced brain imaging techniques, it was discovered that the structural diversity between neurons and the topology 
of neuronal connections, as opposed to the sheer number of neurons or neuronal connections, are key to consciousness. When the 
structural diversity is high and the connections follow a modular topology, neurons will become functionally differentiable and 
functionally integrable with one another. The high levels of differentiation and integration, in turn, enable the brain to produce the 
richest conscious experiences from the smallest number of neurons and neuronal connections. Consequently, across individuals, those 
with a smaller brain volume but a higher structural diversity tend to have richer conscious experiences than those with a larger brain 
volume but a lower structural diversity. Moreover, within individuals, a reduction in neuronal connections, if accompanied by an 
increase in structural diversity, will result in richer conscious experiences, and vice versa. These findings suggest that having a larger 
number of neurons and neuronal connections is not necessarily beneficial for consciousness; in contrast, an optimal brain architecture 
for consciousness is one where the richest conscious experiences are generated from the smallest number of neurons and neuronal 
connections, at the minimal cost of biological material, physical space, and metabolic energy. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A central idea in biology is that structure determines function, as Jean Fernel1, the founder of modern anatomy and physiology, 
famously said, “anatomy (the study of body structure) is to physiology (the study of body function) as geography is to history; it 
describes the theatre of events”. In emphasizing the close relationship between structure and function, Jean Fernel followed the 
footstep of Herophilus2, the ancient Greek who performed the first dissection of human body and recognized the importance of body 
structure in determining body function. However, for the nearly two-thousand years between the death of Herophilus and the birth of 
Jean Fernel, the idea that structure determines function was very much overlooked in the realm of biomedical science. Even today, the 
structure and function of biological systems are often separately studied, and their relationship much less addressed.  
 
In consciousness research, the structure-function relationship has also been long neglected. Since the introduction of brain imaging 
techniques a few decades ago, researches have been focused on the functional rather than the structural basis of consciousness, with 
studies searching for brain regions whose activities correlate with the level or the contents of consciousness3,4. This approach 
overlooks the important fact that the brain is an interconnected entity where the activity of one region would influence the activities of 
other regions via direct or indirect connections. As such, any correlation between consciousness and the activity of a particular region 
is possibly mediated by the activities of other regions. Indeed, using this approach, different studies tend to identify different brain 
regions as the functional correlates of consciousness and the discrepancy has led to the debates among various theories of 
consciousness5–9. 
 
While the interconnectedness of the brain has posed a great challenge for identifying the functional correlates of consciousness, recent 
advances in brain imaging techniques10–13 have instead made it possible to measure the biophysical structure of human brain non-
invasively and study the structural basis of consciousness. In this article, we will review the contributions of brain imaging techniques 
towards uncovering the relationship between brain structure, brain function, and consciousness. We will provide an overview of 
advanced brain imaging techniques and discuss how these techniques can unveil brain structural complexity (session A) and its 
relationship to consciousness (session B). 
 
UNDERSTANDING BRAIN STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY  
 
In describing the relationship between brain structure and brain function, Jean Fernel1, the founder of modern anatomy and 
physiology, once said, “the brain is the seat of the mind and its parts; the mind being endowed with numerous faculties, man has 
rightly been provided with a larger accommodation for it than the other creature possesses, and this accommodation is associated with 
more instruments”. Jean Fernel, like many other scientists, intuitively assumes that having a larger brain volume (“larger 
accommodation”), or a larger number of neurons and neuronal connections (“more instruments”), is key to having better brain 
functionality. But are the volume of the brain and the number of neurons truly the key? And is more really better? 
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The common assumption “the more the better” ignores the costs associated with having a larger brain volume or a larger number of 
neurons and neuronal connections. Every neuron and every neuronal connection would cost biological material to build, physical 
space to accommodate, and metabolic energy to sustain14. If the same brain functions can be achieved using less biological and 
physical resources15, that is likely to reflect a more advantageous and cost-effective brain architecture. In this sense, more is not 
better; on the contrary, less can be more.  
 
To achieve the maximal functions using the minimal number of neurons and neuronal connections, the key is for neurons to be 
functionally differentiable from each other (differentiation), and meanwhile, functionally integrable with one another (integration). If 
neurons are functionally identical to each other, no matter how many neurons there are, the functions they generate as a whole will be 
equivalent to the functions of a single neuron. If neurons are not functionally integrable with one another, the functions they generate 
as a whole will be the linear rather than exponential combination of the functions they generate individually.  
 
By nature, differentiation and integration are not compatible16–18, as a stronger interaction between neurons will lead to an increase in 
their integration but a decrease in their differentiation, and vice versa. Nonetheless, a high level of differentiation and a high level of 
integration can be achieved at the same time, if the structural diversity between neurons is high and the connections between neurons 
follow a modular topology. In fact, the structural diversity between neurons (cell diversity) and the topology of neuronal connections 
(cell-cell interaction), as opposed to the sheer number of neurons (cell number) or the sheer volume of brain (organ size), are what 
underlie the structural complexity of the brain and what distinguish the brain from other organs. Thanks to the recent advances in 
brain imaging techniques, the structural diversity between neurons and the topology of neuronal connections in the human brain can 
now be measured in-vivo and non-invasively. In the following subsections, we will discuss how these structural features contribute to 
the structural complexity and the functionality of the brain, and how these structural features can in turn be assessed using advanced 
brain imaging techniques.  
 
Contributions of network topology  
 
The brain can be viewed as a network of interconnected nodes (Figure 1), where each node is a neuron or a brain region19–21. A key 
feature that distinguishes the brain from other organs is the complexity of cell-cell interaction, shaped largely by the topology of the 
network. Generally speaking, a more densely connected network would have a higher level of integration but a lower level of 
differentiation, and vice versa. Take an all-to-all-connected network as an example: in this network, every node is connected to every 
other node and therefore integrable with them (high integration); however, as a by-product of the dense connections, every node is 
also fully synchronized with every other node and therefore not differentiated from them (low differentiation). The level of 
differentiation can be improved by reducing the connections in the network, but that will come at the price of reduced integration. In 
this sense, there exists a natural trade-off between differentiation and integration. 
 
Despite the natural trade-off between differentiation and integration, a high level of differentiation and a high level of integration can 
be achieved at the same time, if the network follows a modular topology (Figure 1), with dense connections between nodes in the 
same module, and sparse connections between nodes from different modules16–23. The dense intra-modular connections facilitate the 
integration between nodes in the same module, while the sparse inter-modular connections facilitate differentiation between nodes 
from different modules.  
 
The modular topology has many functional benefits. It creates a balance between singularity and redundancy, whereby different nodes 
in the network can have distinct functions, yet if a node stops functioning, other nodes in the same module can take over24. It also 
creates a balance between dynamicity and staticity, whereby a node undergoing a state transition can spread the transition to other 
nodes in the same module without influencing nodes in other modules25. Moreover, compared to other network topologies, a modular 
topology would cost least connections to produce a high level of integration, and least nodes to produce a high level of differentiation, 
thereby ensuring high cost-efficacy26–28. Given these functional benefits, the presence of modular topology is often taken to indicate a 
high level of network complexity19–23. 
 
Such a modular topology is observed in the brain, both at the cellular and at the regional levels. At the cellular level, neurons with 
similar response properties are densely interconnected and clustered into the same cortical column, whereas neurons with different 
response properties are sparsely interconnected and distributed into different cortical columns (Figure 1), as illustrated by the 
orientation column, colour column, or ocular dominance column in visual cortices29–32. At a regional level, functionally similar 
regions are densely interconnected and spatially clustered, whereas functionally distinct regions are sparsely interconnected and 
spatially distant (Figure 1), as illustrated by the clustering of visual regions in occipital cortex, auditory regions in temporal cortex, 
somatosensory regions in central cortex, multisensory regions in parietal cortex, or executive control regions in frontal cortex21. 
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Notably, the modular topology is observed not just in the brain, but also in systems not typically associated with consciousness, such 
as the metabolic network or the social network33–38. Such a ubiquitous presence of modular topology indicates that the network 
topology on its own cannot give rise to consciousness, and the brain should not be simplified to an abstract network. Indeed, by 
simplifying the brain to an abstract network, the biophysical structure of nodes or connections and the structural diversity between 
nodes or connections are largely disregarded, whereas these factors may play a central role in shaping the structural complexity and 
the functionality of the brain. In what follows, we will discuss the contributions of these factors. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Network Topology in Human Brain. The brain can be viewed as a network of interconnected nodes, where each node is a neuron or a 
brain region. A key feature that distinguishes the brain from other organs is the complexity of cell-cell interaction, shaped largely by the topology of 
the network. In the human brain, the network at the cellular and the regional levels both follow a modular topology, with dense connections between 
nodes in the same module (represented by similarly coloured nodes), and sparse connections between nodes from different modules (represented by 
differently coloured nodes). (A) Specifically, at the cellular level, neurons with similar response properties are densely interconnected and clustered 
into the same cortical column, whereas neurons with different response properties are sparsely interconnected and distributed into different cortical 
columns. (B) At the regional level, functionally similar regions are densely interconnected and spatially clustered, whereas functionally distinct 
regions are sparsely interconnected and spatially distant. 
 
Contributions of structural diversity  
 
No two neurons are identical. The cell diversity, driven largely by the structural differences between neurons, is the other key feature 
that distinguishes the brain from other organs. At the cellular level, the morphology of neuron cell bodies and the morphology of 
neuronal connections differ substantially from neuron to neuron. The structural differences shape the functional differences between 
neurons and provide the basis for neuron type classification (Figure 2). Specifically, the morphology of neuron cell bodies shapes the 
nature of signal computation, where larger neurons, such as pyramidal cells, can receive signals from a larger number of other 
neurons and perform signal integration, yet smaller neurons, such as granule cells, can only receive signals from a limited number of 
other neurons and perform signal relay39–41. The morphology of neuronal connections, on the other hand, shapes the speed of signal 
transmission, where axonal connections with larger diameter and/or higher myelination can perform faster signal transmissions, and 
vice versa42–45. 
 
At the regional level, the distribution of neurons (cytoarchitecture) and the distribution of neuronal connections (myeloarchitecture) 
differ substantially from region to region46–49. The structural differences shape the functional differences between brain regions and 
provide the basis for brain parcellation (Figure 2). Specifically, the regions dominated by granule cells, such as primary visual cortex, 
are involved in signal relay50; the regions dominated by pyramidal cells, such as primary motor cortex, are involved in signal 
integration50; the regions with widespread connections to and from other regions, such as the thalamus and the prefrontal cortex, are 
involved in signal modulation51,52. 
 
The close relationship between the biophysical structure and the function of the neural systems illustrates why the brain should not be 
simplified to an abstract network. Under such simplification, the only factor of interest is the topology of the network, whereas the 
nodes or the connections in the network are treated as abstract units with no intrinsic structure. However, in reality, each node is a 
neuron or a brain region, and each connection is an axon bundle, all of which has its unique biophysical structure. The biophysical 
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structure of these nodes or connections shapes their functions. Moreover, the structural diversity between these nodes or connections 
greatly amplifies the structural complexity and enhances the functionality of the brain. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Structural Diversity in Human Brain. No two neurons are identical. A key feature that distinguishes the brain from other organs is the 
cell diversity, driven largely by the structural differences between neurons. (A) At the cellular level, the morphology of neuron cell bodies and the 
morphology of neuronal connections differ substantially from neuron to neuron. The structural differences shape the functional differences between 
neurons and provide the basis for neuron type classification. (B) At the regional level, the distribution of neurons (cytoarchitecture) and the 
distribution of neuronal connections (myeloarchitecture) differ substantially from region to region. The structural differences shape the functional 
differences between brain regions and provide the basis for the parcellation of brain regions. 
 
The structural diversity can greatly amplify the complexity of the neural network. In particular, a network where the nodes are 
structurally diverse, compared to a network where the nodes are structurally uniform, will have an exponentially higher complexity 
level. Take a four-node network as an example: if the nodes had no structural differences and were interchangeable, there would exist 
six different ways of constructing the network, with one, two, three, four, five, or six connections in the network (Figure 3). However, 
if the nodes had different structures and were not interchangeable, there would exist sixty-three different ways of constructing the 
network (Figure 3), including six different ways of constructing a one-connection network, fifteen different ways of constructing a 
two-connection network, twenty different ways of constructing a three-connection network, fifteen different ways of constructing a 
four-connection network, six different ways of constructing a five-connection network, and one way of constructing a six-connection 
network. The linear growth of network complexity with network size in the former case, compared to the exponential growth in the 
latter case, demonstrates the contribution of structural diversity to the structural complexity of the brain. 
 
The structural diversity also contributes to the joint satisfaction of differentiation and integration. The structural diversity between 
nodes will lead to the functional diversity between nodes and facilitate their differentiation. The structural diversity between 
connections, on the other hand, will lead to an uneven signal transmission across the network and facilitate the differentiation among 
the weakly linked nodes as well as the integration among the strongly linked nodes. Therefore, the structural diversity, on its own and 
independent of the network topology, can give rise to a high level of differentiation as well as a high level of integration, which in 
turn enhances the functionality of the brain. 
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Figure 3. Contributions of Structural Diversity to Network Complexity. A network where the nodes are structurally diverse, compared to a 
network where the nodes are structurally uniform, will have a complexity level that is exponentially higher. (A) Take a four-node network as an 
example: if the nodes had no structural differences and were interchangeable, there would exist six different ways of constructing the network, with 
one, two, three, four, five, or six connections in the network. (B) However, if the nodes had different structures and were not interchangeable, there 
would exist sixty-three different ways of constructing the network, including six different ways of constructing a one-connection network, fifteen 
different ways of constructing a two-connection network, twenty different ways of constructing a three-connection network, fifteen different ways of 
constructing a four-connection network, six different ways of constructing a five-connection network, and one way of constructing a six-connection 
network. 
 
Non-invasive imaging of network topology and structural diversity 
 
Before the introduction of magnetic resonance imaging, the topology of neuronal connections and the structural diversity between 
neurons were measurable only through histological staining, albeit in-vitro and invasively. With the development of magnetic 
resonance imaging, magnetic resonance signals can serve as the virtual stains to measure these structural features, in-vivo and non-
invasively. In what follows, we will give an overview of how magnetic resonance imaging can be applied to measure the macro-
structure and micro-structure of human brain.  
 
At the macro-structural level, the brain is composed of three major tissues: grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. At the 
micro-structural level, grey matter is composed of neuron cell bodies, dendrites, and unmyelinated axons (which form the short-
distance, intra-regional connections), whereas white matter is composed of myelinated axons (which form the long-distance, inter-
regional connections). Cerebrospinal fluid, on the other hand, is the body fluid that provides support for the grey matter and white 
matter. Due to their differences in cellular composition, grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid have different fat and water 
contents. Utilizing the sensitivity of magnetic resonance signals towards fat and water, the structure of human brain can be non-
invasively imaged, with the image intensity values reflecting the gross anatomy of brain regions (macro-structure) or the morphology 
of neurons and neuronal connections (micro-structure). 
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To measure the gross anatomy of brain regions, spin relaxation signal is often acquired, producing brain images where different brain 
tissues have distinct image intensity values as a result of their differences in fat and water contents53,54. Based on the image intensity 
values, the brain images can be segmented into grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid, from which the three-dimensional 
brain models can be created (Figure 4). The three-dimensional brain models capture the morphology of the cortex and the subcortex, 
which in turn provide the anatomical landmarks for the parcellation of brain regions55,56. For individual brain region parcellated, its 
volume and its surface area can be calculated as the summed volume and the summed surface area across all cubic voxels in this 
region, respectively. For individual cortical location delineated, its thickness can be calculated as the distance between the inner and 
outer surfaces of the cortex. 
 
To measure the morphology of neurons and neuronal connections, molecular diffusion signal is often acquired, producing brain 
images that reflect the trajectory of molecular diffusion in brain tissues57. In an unconstrained tissue environment such as the 
cerebrospinal fluid, the molecular diffusion has an isotropic trajectory. By contrast, in a constrained tissue environment such as the 
white matter or grey matter, the molecular diffusion in extra-cellular space is partially hindered by the cell membrane, while that in 
intra-cellular space is fully restricted by the cell membrane (Figure 4). The restricted trajectory of intra-cellular diffusion enables the 
neuronal morphology, including the size of neuron cell bodies, the diameter of axonal connections, the trajectory of axonal 
connections, and the branching of dendritic connections, to be measured from molecular diffusion signal58–61. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Structural Imaging of Human Brain. The brain can be characterized at multiple levels. (A) At the macro-structural level, the brain is 
composed of three major tissues: grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. To measure the macro-structure of the brain, spin relaxation 
signal is often acquired, producing brain images where different brain tissues have distinct image intensity values as a result of their differences in 
fat and water contents. Based on the image intensity values, the brain images can be segmented into grey matter and white matter, from which the 
three-dimensional brain models can be created. (B) At the micro-structural level, grey matter is composed of neuron cell bodies, dendrites, and 
unmyelinated axons, whereas white matter is composed of myelinated axons. To measure the micro-structure of the brain, molecular diffusion signal 
is often acquired, producing brain images that reflect the trajectory of molecular diffusion. The molecular diffusion in extra-cellular space is partially 
hindered by the cell membrane, while that in intra-cellular space is fully restricted by the cell membrane. The restricted trajectory of intra-cellular 
diffusion enables the neuronal morphology, including the size of neuron cell bodies, the diameter of axonal connections, the trajectory of axonal 
connections, and the branching of dendritic connections, to be measured. 
 
Brain architecture optimal for brain functionality 
 
Taken together, recent advances in brain imaging techniques have made it possible to measure the biophysical structure of human 
brain, from the morphology of neurons and neuronal connections to the gross anatomy of brain regions, in-vivo and non-invasively. 
Based on the measures, the volume of brain regions (organ size), the number of neurons (cell number), the structural diversity 
between neurons (cell diversity), and the topology of neuronal connections (cell-cell interaction) can all be estimated. The structural 
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diversity between neurons (cell diversity) and the topology of neuronal connections (cell-cell interaction), as opposed to the sheer 
number of neurons (cell number) or the sheer volume of brain (organ size), are what underlie the structural complexity of the brain. 
When the structural diversity between neurons is high and the connections between neurons follow a modular topology, neurons will 
become functionally differentiable and functionally integrable with each other at the same time. The high levels of differentiation and 
integration, in turn, enable the maximal number of functions to be generated from the minimal number of neurons and neuronal 
connections, at the minimal cost of biological material, physical space, and metabolic energy.  
 
As such, an optimal brain architecture is not necessarily constituted of more neurons or neuronal connections; rather, it is one where 
the neurons and neuronal connections are structured to produce the highest levels of differentiation and integration. However, is such 
a brain architecture, optimal for brain functionality, also optimal for consciousness? In the following section, we will look into what 
constitutes an optimal brain architecture for consciousness. 
 
FROM BRAIN STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY TO CONSCIOUSNESS  
 
Consciousness, in theory, is what every one of us should be most familiar with. After all, everything we know about ourselves and 
about the external world around us is via the lens of our own conscious experiences, and the reason why we get to form our unique 
identity of self and our unique perspective of the world is due to the subjectivity of conscious experiences. However, consciousness, 
in reality, is probably what the majority of us are most unfamiliar rather than familiar with. We often take consciousness for granted 
and rarely reflect upon our own conscious experiences; even when we do, different people tend to form different understanding about 
consciousness, exactly as a result of its subjectivity.  
 
The lack of consensus on consciousness makes it an easy target for philosophic debates, but at the same time, a difficult topic for 
scientific investigations. The difficulty, first and foremost, is reflected in the conflicting definitions of consciousness. At one end of 
the spectrum, consciousness has been defined as being aware of and responsive to the external world62. At the other end of the 
spectrum, consciousness has been equated to being aware of oneself63. Both definitions, however, are misleading. Consciousness is 
literally anything and everything that one experiences, including but not limited to the experience of the external world and the 
experience of oneself64. A case in point is dream consciousness, during which one is fully conscious, yet neither of the external world 
nor necessarily of oneself65,66. 
 
The inclusiveness of conscious experiences renders it difficult to measure and study. Indeed, if consciousness is any experience and 
every experience, how can one identify the single brain mechanism that accounts for the variety of conscious experiences? In essence, 
the mechanism needs to explain visual experience, auditory experience, experience of excitement, experience of sadness, experience 
of self-esteem, experience of self-doubt, and countless number of other experiences. One possible solution here is to identify the 
common properties shared by different conscious experiences and search for the brain mechanism that can account for these common 
properties. In the following subsections, we will discuss what are the common properties of conscious experiences and how, based on 
these common properties, we can investigate the relationship between brain structural complexity and consciousness.  
 
Properties of consciousness 
 
Consciousness has two properties: differentiation and integration7,16,17. No matter what one is experiencing, one’s conscious 
experience is always integrated and structured. The exact way the conscious experience is integrated and structured, as well as the 
exact contents of conscious experience, however, differ from one conscious experience to the other, which reflects the differentiation 
aspect of consciousness. As an example, when reading this sentence, the visual appearance of the texts, the semantic meaning of the 
texts, the thinking triggered by the texts, and the emotions evoked by the text are all parts of an integrated, structured conscious 
experience. The exact way the parts are integrated and structured, as well as the exact contents, are unique to this conscious 
experience and are what differentiate it from other conscious experiences. 
 
The two properties, differentiation and integration, are also what effectively enrich consciousness (Figure 5). Without the former, 
consciousness would be reduced to a repertoire of identical, undifferentiable experiences (Figure 5). Without the latter, consciousness 
would be reduced to a repertoire of unstructured, unintegrated experiences (Figure 5). Therefore, in order for consciousness to be rich, 
different conscious experiences need to be highly differentiated, and at the same time, individual conscious experience needs to be 
highly integrated and structured7,16,17. 
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Figure 5. Brain Architecture Optimal for Consciousness. Consciousness has two properties: differentiation and integration. No matter what one is 
experiencing, one’s conscious experience is always integrated and structured. The exact way the conscious experience is integrated and structured, as 
well as the exact contents of conscious experience, however, differ from one conscious experience to the other, which reflects the differentiation 
aspect of consciousness. (A) To support the two properties of consciousness, neurons need to be functionally differentiable and functionally 
integrable with each other at the same time, via which they can produce a set of differentiated yet integrated activity patterns that can then give rise 
to a repertoire of differentiated yet integrated conscious experiences. These, in turn, require the structural diversity between neurons to be high and 
the connections between neurons to follow a modular topology. (B) If neurons are functionally identical to each other, for example as a result of 
lacking structural diversity or as a result of being over-connected, they will be synchronized in their activities and fail to produce differentiated 
activity patterns; subsequently, consciousness will be reduced to a repertoire of identical, undifferentiable experiences. (C) If neurons are not 
functionally integrable with one another, for example as a result of being under-connected, they will fail to produce structured and integrated activity 
patterns; subsequently, consciousness will be reduced to a repertoire of unstructured, unintegrated experiences.  
 
Brain architecture optimal for consciousness 
 
To support the two properties of consciousness, neurons need to be functionally differentiable and functionally integrable with each 
other at the same time, via which they can produce a set of differentiated yet integrated activity patterns that can then give rise to a 
repertoire of differentiated yet integrated conscious experiences. All these, in turn, require the structural diversity between neurons to 
be high and the connections between neurons to follow a modular topology. If neurons are functionally identical to each other, for 
example as a result of lacking structural diversity or as a result of being over-connected, they will be fully synchronized in their 
activities and fail to produce differentiated activity patterns; subsequently, consciousness will be reduced to a repertoire of identical, 
undifferentiable experiences (Figure 5). If neurons are not functionally integrable with one another, for example as a result of being 
under-connected, they will fail to produce structured and integrated activity patterns; subsequently, consciousness will be reduced to a 
repertoire of unstructured, unintegrated experiences (Figure 5). 
 
Thus, the structural diversity between neurons and the topology of neuronal connections are not only the very features that distinguish 
the brain from other organs, underlie brain structural complexity, enhance brain functionality, but also the very factors that give rise to 
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the properties (differentiation, integration) and the richness of consciousness. When the structural diversity between neurons is high 
and the connections between neurons follow a modular topology, a brain with a smaller volume, less neurons, and less neuronal 
connections can outperform its counterpart with a larger volume, more neurons, and more neuronal connections, by producing higher 
structural complexity, better brain functionality, as well as richer conscious experiences.   
 
In this sense, an optimal brain architecture for consciousness is not one with a larger volume, more neurons, or more neuronal 
connections (“the more the better”); on the contrary, it is one where the largest repertoire of conscious experiences is generated from 
the smallest number of neurons and neuronal connections, at the minimal cost of biological material, physical space, and metabolic 
energy (“less is more”). The idea “less is more” may appear counter-intuitive; it also contradicts the current practice in the field. 
Currently, under the common assumption “the more the better”, researchers often search for brain region whose volume correlates 
positively with inter-individual difference or intra-individual change in behavioural performance67; the observation of positive 
correlation is taken as evidence for the involvement of this brain region, whereas the observation of negative correlation is 
overlooked. By contrast, following the idea “less is more”, one would expect the negative correlation between brain volume and 
behavioural performance to be meaningful.  
 
Despite its counter-intuitiveness, the idea “less is more” has received support from a number of studies, thanks to the advances in 
brain imaging techniques. These studies reveal that across individuals, those with a smaller brain volume but a higher structural 
diversity tend to have richer consciousness than those with a larger brain volume but a lower structural diversity; moreover, within 
individuals, a reduction in neuronal connections, if accompanied by an increase in structural diversity, will lead to richer 
consciousness, whereas an increase in neuronal connections, if accompanied by a decrease in structural diversity, will lead to poorer 
consciousness. In what follows, we will discuss these studies and look into the relationship between brain structural complexity and 
consciousness. 
 
Inter-individual differences in brain structural complexity and consciousness 
 
Just as conscious experiences are unique to each individual, the brain structure of each individual is also highly unique. Utilizing the 
inter-individual differences in brain structure, studies have investigated the relationship between brain structure complexity and 
consciousness. Most of these studies use visual cortex to address this question, since visual cortical regions are the most variable 
regions in the human brain. Specifically, there exist over twenty visual cortical regions in the human brain, accounting for one-third of 
the brain volume68–70. Although on average these regions account for one-third of the brain volume, their exact proportion in the brain 
and their exact volume can differ across healthy human adults over three-folds, which is far greater than the inter-individual 
difference in other regional volumes or the total brain volume71,72. 
 
The volume of visual cortex is determined by two genetically independent factors, visual cortical surface area and visual cortical 
thickness73–76. Visual cortical surface area affects the number of cortical columns per cortical region. As neurons in different cortical 
columns exhibit distinct response properties and distinct ontogenetic origins (Figure 6), having a larger visual cortical surface area 
and a larger number of cortical columns per cortical region will result in a higher level of structural diversity and functional 
diversity77–79. Visual cortical thickness, on the other hand, affects the number of neurons per cortical column. As neurons in the same 
cortical column exhibit similar response properties and similar ontogenetic origins (Figure 6), having a larger cortical thickness and a 
larger number of neurons per cortical column will instead result in a lower level of structural diversity and functional diversity77–79. 
 
Because a higher level of structural diversity is associated with a larger visual cortical surface area but a smaller visual cortical 
thickness, the two hypotheses, “less is more” versus “the more the better”, would make opposite predictions about the relationship 
between visual cortical structure and visual consciousness. Based on the hypothesis “less is more”, one would predict the richness of 
visual consciousness to co-vary with the level of structural diversity and as such, correlate positively with visual cortical surface area 
but negatively with visual cortical thickness. By contrast, based on the hypothesis “the more the better”, one would predict the 
richness of visual consciousness to co-vary with the sheer volume of visual cortex and therefore correlate positively with both visual 
cortical surface area and visual cortical thickness. 
 
The empirical evidences so far have supported the hypothesis “less is more”. Compared to individuals with a smaller visual cortical 
surface area, individuals with a larger visual cortical surface area tend to have richer visual consciousness, reflected both in the level 
of differentiation and in the level of integration (Figure 6). Those individuals are able to discriminate finer differences between visual 
inputs, which indicates more differentiated visual experiences76,80. They also report less perceptual distortion in visual contextual 
illusions, which indicates more integrated and structured visual experiences80–84. Notably, the exact opposite relationship was 
observed between visual cortical thickness and visual consciousness (Figure 6), where a larger visual cortical thickness is associated 
with less differentiated, less integrated visual experiences76. 
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The impacts of visual cortical structure on visual consciousness are recapitulated in visual neuronal functions (Figure 6). As the 
surface area of a visual cortical region increases, individual cortical columns in this region tend to respond to smaller, more specific 
ranges of visual field locations, and different cortical columns to less overlapping, more distinct ranges of visual field locations, which 
indicates a higher level of differentiation76; at the same time, the interactions between these cortical columns are more structured, with 
stronger interactions between functionally similar cortical columns, and weaker interactions between functionally distinct cortical 
columns, which indicates a higher level of integration. The exact opposite pattern was observed for visual cortical thickness. As the 
thickness of a visual cortical region increases, individual cortical columns in the region tend to respond to larger, less specific ranges 
of visual field locations, and different cortical columns to less distinct, more overlapping ranges of visual field locations, which 
indicates a lower level of differentiation76; moreover, the interactions between these cortical columns are less structured, which 
indicates a lower level of integration. 
 
Thus, an optimal cortical architecture is constituted of a larger cortical surface area (more cortical columns per cortical region) but a 
smaller cortical thickness (less neurons per cortical column), and it is not the sheer volume but the structural diversity that matters. By 
distributing neurons into different cortical columns, this cortical architecture maximizes the level of structural diversity, which in turn 
gives rise to higher structural complexity, better neuronal functionality, and richer conscious experiences. Indeed, individuals with 
such a cortical architecture tend to have richer consciousness: they can discriminate finer differences between visual inputs (higher 
level of differentiation) and experience less perceptual distortion in visual contextual illusions (higher level of integration); neurons in 
such a cortical architecture also exhibit better functionality: they can respond to less overlapping, more distinct ranges of visual field 
locations (higher level of differentiation) and have more structured interactions (higher level of integration). 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Inter-individual Differences in Brain Structural Complexity and Consciousness. Just as conscious experiences are unique to each 
individual, the brain structure of each individual is also highly unique. Utilizing the inter-individual differences in brain structure, studies have 
investigated the relationship between brain structure complexity and consciousness. Most of these studies use visual cortex to address this question, 
since visual cortical regions are the most variable regions in the human brain. The visual cortical architecture is characterized by two genetically 
independent factors, visual cortical surface area and visual cortical thickness. Visual cortical surface area affects the number of cortical columns per 
cortical region, and visual cortical thickness the number of neurons per cortical column. Since neurons in different cortical columns exhibit distinct 
response properties and distinct ontogenetic origins, whereas neurons in the same cortical column exhibit similar response properties and similar 
ontogenetic origins, having a larger visual cortical surface area (more cortical columns) and a smaller visual cortical thickness (less neurons per 
cortical column) can maximize the level of structural diversity in visual cortex, which can in turn give rise to higher structural complexity, better 
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neuronal functionality, and richer conscious experiences. Indeed, individuals with such a visual cortical architecture tend to have richer conscious 
experiences: they can discriminate finer differences between visual inputs (higher level of differentiation) and experience less perceptual distortion in 
visual contextual illusions (higher level of integration); neurons in such a visual cortical architecture also exhibit better functionality: they can 
respond to less overlapping, more distinct ranges of visual field locations (higher level of differentiation) and have more structured interactions 
(higher level of integration).  
 
Intra-individual changes in brain structural complexity and consciousness 
 
A remarkable feature of the human brain is its adaptability and plasticity. Changes in brain structure occur not only when one is 
awake and interacting with the external world, but also when one is asleep85–90. Utilizing the intra-individual changes in brain 
structure across the sleep-wake cycle, studies have investigated the relationship between brain structure complexity and 
consciousness.  
 
Specifically, during wakefulness, the brain is constantly interacting with the external world and its activity is driven primarily by 
inputs from the external world. The external inputs tend to co-activate different neurons, regardless of whether these neurons are 
previously unconnected, sparsely connected, or densely connected. The neuronal co-activation, in turn, will lead to a general increase 
in the number and strength of neuronal connections across the brain86–88. These wake-associated changes in brain structure are not 
sustainable (Figure 7): as neurons across the brain all get connected and neuronal connections across the brain all become saturated, 
the structural diversity between neurons and the structural diversity between neuronal connections will decrease; moreover, if the 
increase in neuronal connections continues without limits, for example due to prolonged wakefulness, the brain will eventually use up 
biological material to build, physical space to accommodate, and metabolic energy to support any further connections. 
 
By contrast, during sleep, the brain is disconnected from the external world and its activity is driven primarily by itself. The self-
driven neuronal activity exhibits spontaneous alternations between periods of intense firing and periods of silence, which in turn will 
lead to the pruning of weak neuronal connections and the stabilization of strong neuronal connections86–88. These sleep-associated 
changes in brain structure are beneficial (Figure 7): as the weak connections get pruned and the strong connections get stabilized, the 
structural diversity between neurons and the structural diversity between neuronal connections will increase; moreover, by pruning 
the weak connections, the brain will free up biological material to build, physical space to accommodate, and metabolic energy to 
support new connections.  
 
Because the number of neuronal connections and the level of structural diversity exhibit opposite changes across the sleep-wake 
cycle, with the former increasing during wakefulness and decreasing after sleep, whereas the latter decreasing during wakefulness and 
increasing after sleep, the two hypotheses, “less is more” versus “the more the better”, would make opposite predictions about the 
impacts of these structural changes on consciousness. Based on the hypothesis “less is more”, one would predict the richness of 
conscious experiences to co-vary with the level of structural diversity and therefore decrease over the course of wakefulness but 
rebound after sleep. By contrast, based on the hypothesis “the more the better”, one would predict the richness of conscious 
experiences to co-vary with the sheer number of neuronal connections and therefore increase over the course of wakefulness but 
decrease after sleep. 
 
So far, the empirical evidences have supported the hypothesis “less is more”. Over the course of prolonged wakefulness, impairments 
in consciousness are often reported, including abnormal sensory experiences such as sensory distortion or sensory hallucination, 
difficulties in emotion regulation such as emotional overwhelm or emotional insensitivity, and cloudiness in thinking such as 
delusional thoughts or paranoid thoughts91. These impairments are reversible by sleep, during which the wake-associated changes in 
brain structure are also reversed86–88. The homeostatic changes in brain structure and conscious experiences hint towards a positive 
correlation between the level of structural diversity and the richness of conscious experiences but a negative correlation between the 
sheer number of neuronal connections and the richness of conscious experiences. 
 
Therefore, having more neuronal connections is not necessarily beneficial for the brain or for consciousness. On the contrary, an 
increase in neuronal connections can lead to impaired brain functionality and impaired consciousness, if the increase is accompanied 
by a decrease in structural diversity. Such adverse changes in brain structure in fact occur on a day-to-day basis, as the price that we 
pay for being awake. By pruning the excessive neuronal connections and restoring the structural diversity, sleep plays an essential 
role in the homeostatic optimization of brain structure and the homeostatic regulation of brain functionality and consciousness.  
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Figure 7. Intra-individual Changes in Brain Structural Complexity and Consciousness. A remarkable feature of the human brain is its 
adaptability and plasticity. Changes in brain structure occur not only when one is awake and interacting with the external world, but also when one is 
asleep. Utilizing the intra-individual changes in brain structure across the sleep-wake cycle, studies have investigated the relationship between brain 
structure complexity and consciousness. (A) During wakefulness, the brain activity is driven primarily by inputs from the external world. The 
external inputs will co-activate different neurons, leading in turn to a general increase in neuronal connections across the brain. As neurons across 
the brain all get connected and neuronal connections across the brain all become saturated, the structural diversity between neurons and the structural 
diversity between neuronal connections will decrease, which will result in the impairments of brain functionality and consciousness commonly 
observed after prolonged wakefulness. (B) During sleep, the brain activity is driven primarily by the brain itself. The self-driven neuronal activity 
will exhibit spontaneous alternations between periods of intense firing and periods of silence, leading in turn to the pruning of weak neuronal 
connections and the stabilization of strong neuronal connections. As the weak connections get pruned and the strong connections get stabilized, the 
structural diversity between neurons and the structural diversity between neuronal connections will increase, which will result in the restoration of 
brain functionality and consciousness commonly observed after sleep.  
 
Summary and future perspectives 
 
In this article, we reviewed the contributions of advanced brain imaging techniques towards uncovering brain structural complexity 
and its relationship to consciousness. Over the past decade, advances in magnetic resonance imaging have made it possible to measure 
the biophysical structure of human brain, from the morphology of neurons and neuronal connections to the gross anatomy of brain 
regions, in-vivo and non-invasively. Using advanced brain imaging techniques, studies are able to identify the structural features key 
to consciousness and explore what constitutes an optimal brain architecture for consciousness. 
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It was discovered that the structural diversity between neurons (cell diversity) and the topology of neuronal connections (cell-cell 
interaction), as opposed to the sheer number of neurons (cell number) or the sheer volume of brain (organ size), are the key features 
that distinguish the brain from other organs, underlie brain structural complexity, enhance brain functionality, and give rise to 
consciousness. When the structural diversity between neurons is high and the connections between neurons follow a modular 
topology, neurons will become functionally differentiable and functionally integrable with each other at the same time. The high 
levels of differentiation and integration, in turn, enable the brain to produce a large set of differentiated yet integrated activity 
patterns, and subsequently, a large repertoire of differentiated yet integrated conscious experiences, from the smallest number of 
neurons and neuronal connections. If neurons are functionally identical to each other, for example as a result of lacking structural 
diversity or as a result of being over-connected, they will be fully synchronized in their activities and fail to produce differentiated 
activity patterns; without differentiation, consciousness will be reduced to a repertoire of identical, undifferentiable experiences. If 
neurons are not functionally integrable with one another, for example as a result of being under-connected, they will fail to produce 
structured and integrated activity patterns; without integration, consciousness will be reduced to a repertoire of unstructured, 
unintegrated experiences. 
 
Therefore, an optimal brain architecture for consciousness is not necessarily constituted of a larger volume, more neurons, or more 
neuronal connections (“the more the better”); on the contrary, it is one where the largest repertoire of conscious experiences is 
generated from the smallest number of neurons and neuronal connections, at the minimal cost of biological material, physical space, 
and metabolic energy (“less is more”). The idea “less is more” may appear counter-intuitive. However, it has received support from a 
number of studies, thanks to the advances in brain imaging techniques. These studies reveal that across individuals, those with a 
smaller brain volume but a higher structural diversity tend to have richer conscious experiences than those with a larger brain volume 
but a lower structural diversity; moreover, within individuals, a reduction in neuronal connections, if accompanied by an increase in 
structural diversity, will lead to richer conscious experiences, whereas an increase in neuronal connections, if accompanied by a 
decrease in structural diversity, will lead to poorer conscious experiences.  
 
Despite all the progress made towards understanding the structural basis of consciousness, many open questions remain. For example, 
how the structural diversity between neurons is generated at the first place remains largely unclear. According to Darwinism, diversity 
is a basic property of biological systems. It is generated at the genotype level by random genetic accident, amplified at the phenotype 
level by gene-environment interaction, and reinforced at the evolution level by natural selection. Darwin proposed that the diversity 
between individuals can enhance the adaptivity and the resilience of the population92,93, as the diversity enables different individuals 
of the population to perform mutually incompatible functions (akin to differentiation) in a collaborative way (akin to integration). 
Given its functional benefits, the trait of inter-individual diversity is favoured, preserved and reinforced by evolution, which underlies 
the biodiversity in our current world. 
 
Possibly, just as the diversity within a population between individuals can enhance the adaptivity of the population, the diversity 
within an individual between cells can enhance the adaptivity of the individual and is therefore similarly reinforced by evolution94. 
This explains the increase in cellular diversity along evolution, from unicellular organism where a single cell carries out all functions, 
to multicellular organism where different cells carry out distinct functions in a collaborative way94. This also explains why 
evolutionarily younger organs tend to have higher cellular diversity than evolutionarily older organs, and why the brain has the 
highest cellular diversity among all organs94–96. The fact that the brain surpasses other organs not in its absolute volume but in its 
cellular diversity provides further evidence for the idea “less is more” and against the conventional wisdom “the more the better”. 
 
Moving forward, future research may apply single cell sequencing to investigate the origin of structural diversity between neurons. 
This technique enables simultaneous profiling of genome, epigenome, transcriptome, and proteome at the resolution of single 
cells97,98. Using it, studies have unveiled an incredible amount of genomic diversity between neurons99,100, which overturned the 
conventional view that different neurons in the same brain all carry the same genome, and their structural diversity arises 
epigenomically, transcriptomically, or proteomically from how that genome is expressed. The technique of single cell sequencing 
may be applied to map the neuronal diversity in different species95,96 and investigate how that relates with the emergence of 
consciousness. 
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